Bulletin 8
To:

DESCRIPTION:

Concrete walkways, irrigation, gates, and fence.

A. SHEET B-008-01
1. Remove and replace AC paving with Concrete per attached sketch B-008-01.
2. Provide new concrete walkways per attached sketch B-008-01.
3. Add new synthetic turf per attached sketch B-008-01. and B-008-02.
4. Provide new tree per attached sketch B-008-01.
5. Provide new irrigation and equipment per attached sheet B-008-01.
6. Provide drainage per attached sheet B-008-01.
B. CCD 008
7.
linkper
fencing/gate
per attached
sheet B-008-01.
6. Provide chain
drainage
attached sheet
B-008-01.
1. Demo per attached sheet CCD-008-02.
B. CCD 008
2. Demo
Provideper
new
ramp and
fence/gate
per attached sheet CCD-008-03.
1.
attached
sheet
CCD-008-02.
2. Provide new ramp and fence/gate per attached sheet CCD-008-03.
C. CCD 009
1. Provide new
chainconcrete
link fencing/gate
attachedper
sheet
CCD-009-2.
walk andper
fence/gate
attached
sheet CCD-009-03.
2. Provide new concrete walk and fence/gate per attached sheet CCD-009-03.
D. DSA APPROVED DRAWINGS AND SPECS
1. See Hightail link for DSA approved drawings and specs.
https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/eY5Fy8d1af
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DISTRIBUTION:
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Approved DSA
Drawings
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Emailed.
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PROJECT:
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DATE: 4-15-2020
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(N) CHAIN LINK FENCE SEE DETAIL 17/AS-5 SIM.
MATCH (E) HIEGHT

REMOVE AND REPLACE PAVING WITH CONCRETE

REMOVE AND REPLACE PAVING WITH CONCRETE
(E) CATCH
BASIN AND SD

ADD 4" DRAINS FROM DOWNSPOUTS
TO (E) UG SD - 3 LOCATIONS
(N) 48" BOX SIZED

6" SLOT
PROVIDE SLOT
DRAIN AND TIE INTO
CATCH BASIN

SEE CCD
008 & 009

(N) 4'-0" WIDE
CHAIN LINK GATE
SEE DETAIL 18/AS-5
MATCH (E) HEIGHT

ADD 4" DRAINS FROM DOWNSPOUTS
TO (E) UG SD - 3 LOCATIONS
(N) 6" SD LINE
TIE INTO (E)
CATCH BASIN

PROVIDE TOP SOIL AND RESEED
WITH BERMUDA GRASS

PROVIDE TOP SOIL AND RESEED
WITH BERMUDA GRASS

AS REQURIED

INSTALL PER MANUFACTURERS
INSTALLATION GUIDE

REMOVE AND
REPLACE
CONCRETE CURB ROOT REMOVAL AS
REQUIRED

REMOVE AND
REPLACE
CONCRETE CURB ROOT REMOVAL AS
REQUIRED

REMOVE AND
REPLACE
CONCRETE CURB ROOT REMOVAL AS
REQUIRED

Synthetic Turf Installation Guide
The following steps will guide you towards a correct and complete installation of synthetic turf.
Although not all aspects can be covered completely, these will put you on a path to success. Be sure not
to skip over or ‘cheat’ on any of these steps as it can make your installation be less than what you want
it to be.
VERY IMPORTANT: As soon as you receive the synthetic turf, open the rolls and roll the turf out and let
is lay open for 1 – 2 hours. This will allow the turf to relax and acclimatize. Without allowing the turf to
relax (installing it directly from the rolls they come in) could cause the turf to buckle.
1. Remove 3 - 4 inches of existing sod and/or dirt. Cap and/or remove any sprinklers. Be sure to set
some grade to ensure water will also run off of the facility. Our synthetic turf drains at
approximately 55 gallons per hour per square yard, more water than has ever fallen in a single
storm, but giving it some kind of a grade ‘moves’ the water quicker.

2. Identify and cap all sprinklers inside your planned facility. The easiest way to do this is to ‘bump’
the system and once the heads pop up, mark them to be capped. Once they have been marked,
cap all the heads.
Note: Once all heads have been capped, ‘bump’ the system again just to make sure nothing was
missed.

3. If you are using bender board around the outer perimeters, install the bender board BEFORE
you begin the base work. Having the bender board in place allows you to ‘trap’ the base on the
outer perimeters leaving you with a clean edge and reducing damage to existing landscape (if
there is existing landscape around the area).

4. Bring in 4” of Road Base (Class 2 is the most popular) for lawns & landscape projects and no less
than 6” for putting green projects and compact it in layers to ensure the same compaction
throughout. Compacting the bottom layer once and the top layer 3 times with a walk behind
plate compactor will get you to 90% compaction (which is the desired compaction you need).
Do a perfect job in getting the surface as smooth as possible. Going over it with a broom in the
end can get you a perfectly smooth surface.
Note: Keeping the area damp while compacting ensures for quicker/better compaction.
Note: ‘Crowning’ the area instead of a side-to-side slope always make these installation look
way better.
Note: Using less than 4” of Road base compacted to 90% or better will result in a lawn that
becomes lumpy and bumpy in short time after the installation have been completed.

5. Install the weed fabric over your compacted base. Weed fabric is very important since it will
reduce the possibility of weeds & seeds germinating on the base or on top of the turf. Birds and
the wind could deposit seeds that could germinate. The weed fabric greatly reduces the chance
of these germinating on the facility.
Note: Do not install weed fabric under a putting green (more about that later).

6. Place the synthetic turf in place in rough cuts. Using the shot follower (see list of tools at the
bottom), prepare your seams by cutting off the factory edges 3 – 4 rows in. After you have
removed all the factory edges make a ‘test run’ to ensure your seams are looking perfect.
Note: Do NOT shape the turf to the outer perimeters until you are done with the seams.

If you do not cut 3 – 4 rows of stitched off you run the risk of your seam looking like this:

7. It is recommended that you stretch the turf and blanket it with nails to ensure the turf does not
buckle. This step is not mandatory but highly recommended, especially when you do
installations between December 1 – March 30, the cooler months. The cooler weather causes
the black backing to stay ‘stiffer’ which in turn stops it from expanding (which will happen when
the summer comes around and the turf starts heating up). If the turf was not allowed to relax
for 1 – 2 hours before installation AND it does not get stretched there is a possibility that the
turf will buckle, looking something like this:

In addition to allowing the turf to relax, stretching the turf (using a Seam jack) and putting nails
throughout the body of the turf will eliminate this potential issue.
When you put nails in the body of the turf, be careful not to hit the nails too hard which in turn
will create dimples throughout the turf which will look like this:

8. Once you are satisfied that your seams are perfect, place the self adhesive seam tape under the
turf perfectly in the middle of the seam. Drive 5” bright nails about 12” away from the seam
through the turf with the nail sticking out about halfway. These nails will ensure your seams do
‘not move’ while you are working on them. Once the tape is in place, begin to pull the white
tape off of the seam tape 3’ – 4’ at a time. As you finish each 3’ – 4’ section be sure to roll the
seam vigorously with a seam roller to maximize the grip of the tape and help blend the seam.
Once the seam is completed, drive the nails down into the turf BUT make sure to not hit the
nails too hard and in doing so create dents/dimples in the turf.
Note: Make sure the grain of the turf is ALWAYS facing in the same direction.

9. Once the seams are fully completed and the nails alongside the seams have been driven down
you are now ready to shape the outer perimeters of the facility. With the seams done and the
nails in the ground you run no risk of ‘pulling the seams out of place’.
10. Once the outer perimeters have been shaped completely, begin to secure the outer perimeters
with 5” bright nails every 4” – 6” all around. If you have bender board make sure to ‘end’ the
turf on the outer edge of the bender board. In this case, using 1 ¼” outdoor drywall screws
screw the turf into the top of the bender board.

11. Once the complete facility has been secured with nails (in the body of the turf and the outer
perimeters), you are ready for the infill sand to be applied. Always use a minimum of 2 pounds
of sand per square foot. This is needed to help the turf stand up better AND keep the turf from
buckling during days of severe temperature swings. The ideal sand for lawns are #20 silica sand,
#16 green sand or Superfill. Apply the sand with a drop spreader. The drop spreader ensures
the sand goes down/in evenly which will give you a much better looking facility. Drop the sand
in layers and broom the sand in-between each layer. When possible, always use a Power Broom
(see photo below in list of tools) since it can do the same work in 10 minutes that will take a
human 30 minutes to do. Furthermore, these power brooms will ‘break the grain’ which is a
must for correct installation.
Note: It is VERY important to remove as much grain from the synthetic lawn as possible; this
gives you an authentic and classy looking installation.

DO NOT SPREAD ALL THE SAND AT THE SAME TIME. SPREAD A LAYER, THEN BROOM THE LAWN,
SPREAD A LAYER THEN BROOM THE LAWN. KEEP ON REPEATHING THIS UNTIL ALL THE SAND HAS
BEEN USED. THIS WILL LEAVE YOU WITH A FULL BODIED LAWN WITH THE CORRECT AMOUNT OF
INFULL AND A LAWN WITH ALMOST NO GRAIN TO IT.

12. Should I use Gopher wire or not? If there is evidence of any gophers it is highly recommended
that you use the gopher wire. These little guys will destroy the base if they get under the
synthetic turf. After you have removed the existing growth (before you bring in the Road Base,
lay the gopher wire down across the whole area and secure it with sod staples.
Note: If you know there are many gophers in the area, it is recommended you do a double layer.
Also make sure you take extra time to secure the gopher wire around the outer perimeters, this
is where they will try to get back in.

Important Facts to Know:
1. Be on the look out for windows facing south, south west and west. The reflection of the sun
could melt the turf if the windows are too close to the turf. Double pane windows are the
most troublesome since they double up the sun’s magnification factor. If you have any doubt,
call us and we will put you in touch with a good window tinting company. There is a specific film
(virtually clear) or putting on a screen that can over come this potential problem.
2. Our turf will get hot during the mid summer months. Simply wet it down and it will drop the
temperature by 20-30 degrees and hold the lower temperature for up to 4 hours. However, our
turf does not hold heat (like rocks do) and will cool down very quickly when covered by shade.
3. Although we manufacture turf made specifically for dogs, all our lawns are perfect for pets. In
cases where there are dogs AND humans, always install a lawn product rather than pet specific
turf because the lawn products have more ‘built in safety’ and softness which is better for
humans.

Tools needed for a correct installation:

Seam Roller

$15.99

(10-100)

Seam Jack

$234.99

(10-128)

Cushion Back Cutter

$26.99

(10-146-3)

Loop Pile Cutter
(10-152-3)

$28.99

Carpet Knive

$6.99

(10-215)

Carpet Kicker

$75.99

(10-410)

Shears

$20.99

(10-585)

PowerBroom
(POWERBROOM)

$580.00
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APPLICATION FOR SUBMITTAL OF POST-APPROVAL DOCUMENT

This application is for submittal of documents, after the initial approval of the project (post-approval documents), that require Division of the State Architect
(DSA) review and approval.This form shall be completed by the Design Professional in General Responsible Charge of the project, in accordance with
California Code of Regulations, Title 24, Part 1, Sections 4-317, 4-323 and 4-338 and in compliance with DSA IR A-6: Construction Change Document
Submittal and Approval Process.
DSA documents referenced within this form are available on the DSA Forms or DSA Publications webpages.
✔ No ☐)
1. SUBMITTAL TYPE: (Is this a resubmittal? Yes☐

Addendum Number:

Deferred Submittal ☐

Revision Number:

CCD Number: 008

✔ or B ☐
Category A ☐

2. PROJECT INFORMATION:
School District/Owner: Glendale Unified School District

DSA File Number:

Project Name/School: Cloud Preschool Relocatables

DSA Application Number: 03

3. APPLICANT INFORMATION:

✔ Number of pages?
Attached Pages? No ☐ Yes ☐

Date Submitted: 02/03/20
Firm Name: tBP/Architecture

Contact Name: Hung Cheng

Work Email: hcheng@tbparchitecture.com

Work Phone: (949) 673-0300

Firm Address: 4611 Teller Avenue

City: Newport Beach

19 41

119149

7

State: CA

Zip Code: 92660

4. REASON FOR SUBMITTAL: (Check applicable boxes)
☐ For revision or addendum prior to construction.

✔ For a project currently under construction.
☐

☐ For a project that has a form DSA 301-N: Notification of Requirement for Certification, DSA 301-P: Posted Notification of Requirement for Certification or
a 90-Day Letter issued.
☐ To obtain DSA approval of an existing uncertified building or buildings.
☐ For Category B CCD this is: ☐ a voluntary submittal, ☐ a DSA required submittal (attach DSA notice requiring submission).

5. DESIGN PROFESSIONAL IN GENERAL RESPONSIBLE CHARGE:

Name of the Design Professional In General Responsible Charge: Hung L. Cheng
Professional License Number: C 34187

Discipline: Architect

Design Professional in General Responsible Charge Statement: The attached post-approval documents have been examined by me for design intent
and appear to meet the appropriate requirements of Title 24, California Code of Regulations and the project specifications. They are acceptable for
incorporation into the construction of the project.
Signature:_______________________________________________________________________________________
DESIGN PROFESSIONAL IN GENERAL RESPONSIBLE CHARGE

6. CONFIRMATION, DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF DOCUMENTS:
✔ to confirm that all post-approval documents have been stamped and signed by the Responsible
For addenda, revisions, or CCDs: CHECK THIS BOX ☐
Design Professional listed on form DSA 1: Application for Approval of Plans and Specifications for this project. (For Deferred Submittals, refer to IR A-18:
Use of Construction Documents Prepared by Other Professionals, and IR A-19: Design Professional’s Signature and Seal (Stamp) on Construction
Documents, when applicable, for signature and seal requirements.)

Provide a brief description of construction scope for this post-approval document (attach additional sheets if needed):
Add ramp and repave area for accessible path of travel.

List of DSA-approved drawings affected by this post-approval document:
AS-1, A6-1, A7-1

DSA USE ONLY
SSS

RL

Date

2/18/2020☐Approved

☐Disapproved ☐Not Required

Comments:
FLS

Returned

By:
Date

DSA STAMP

Date:

☐Approved ☐Disapproved ☐Not Required

APPROVED
DIV. OF THE STATE ARCHITECT

APP. 03-119149 INC: 0
REVIEWED FOR

Comments:
ACS
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12/20/2019☐Approved

Date

SS
☐Disapproved ☐Not Required

✔

DATE:

FLS

ACS

✔

2/18/2020

Comments:

DGS DSA 140 (rev 10/02/19)
DIVISION OF THE STATE ARCHITECT

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES

Page 1 of 2
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

APPROVED
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DATE:
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DATE:
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DIV. OF THE STATE ARCHITECT

APP. 03-119149 INC: 0
REVIEWED FOR
SS

✔

DATE:
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FLS

2/18/2020

ACS

✔

OPTION 2

2/3/20
APPROVED
DIV. OF THE STATE ARCHITECT

APP. 03-119149 INC: 0
REVIEWED FOR
SS

✔

DATE:
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FLS

2/18/2020

ACS

✔

2/3/20
APPROVED
DIV. OF THE STATE ARCHITECT

APP. 03-119149 INC: 0
REVIEWED FOR
SS

✔

DATE:

FLS

2/18/2020
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✔
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DATE:
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✔
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APPLICATION FOR SUBMITTAL OF POST-APPROVAL DOCUMENT

This application is for submittal of documents, after the initial approval of the project (post-approval documents), that require Division of the State Architect
(DSA) review and approval.This form shall be completed by the Design Professional in General Responsible Charge of the project, in accordance with
California Code of Regulations, Title 24, Part 1, Sections 4-317, 4-323 and 4-338 and in compliance with DSA IR A-6: Construction Change Document
Submittal and Approval Process.
DSA documents referenced within this form are available on the DSA Forms or DSA Publications webpages.
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1. SUBMITTAL TYPE: (Is this a resubmittal? Yes☐
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Deferred Submittal ☐

Revision Number:

CCD Number: 009
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Category A ☐

2. PROJECT INFORMATION:
School District/Owner: Glendale Unified School District

DSA File Number:

Project Name/School: Cloud Preschool Relocatables

DSA Application Number: 03

3. APPLICANT INFORMATION:

✔ Number of pages?
Attached Pages? No ☐ Yes ☐

Date Submitted: 04/08/20
Firm Name: tBP/Architecture

Contact Name: Hung Cheng

Work Email: hcheng@tbparchitecture.com

Work Phone: (949) 673-0300

Firm Address: 4611 Teller Avenue

City: Newport Beach

19 41

119149

7

State: CA

Zip Code: 92660

4. REASON FOR SUBMITTAL: (Check applicable boxes)
☐ For revision or addendum prior to construction.

✔ For a project currently under construction.
☐

☐ For a project that has a form DSA 301-N: Notification of Requirement for Certification, DSA 301-P: Posted Notification of Requirement for Certification or
a 90-Day Letter issued.
☐ To obtain DSA approval of an existing uncertified building or buildings.
☐ For Category B CCD this is: ☐ a voluntary submittal, ☐ a DSA required submittal (attach DSA notice requiring submission).

5. DESIGN PROFESSIONAL IN GENERAL RESPONSIBLE CHARGE:

Name of the Design Professional In General Responsible Charge: Hung L. Cheng
Professional License Number: C 34187

Discipline: Architect

Design Professional in General Responsible Charge Statement: The attached post-approval documents have been examined by me for design intent
and appear to meet the appropriate requirements of Title 24, California Code of Regulations and the project specifications. They are acceptable for
incorporation into the construction of the project.
Signature:_______________________________________________________________________________________
DESIGN PROFESSIONAL IN GENERAL RESPONSIBLE CHARGE

6. CONFIRMATION, DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF DOCUMENTS:
✔ to confirm that all post-approval documents have been stamped and signed by the Responsible
For addenda, revisions, or CCDs: CHECK THIS BOX ☐
Design Professional listed on form DSA 1: Application for Approval of Plans and Specifications for this project. (For Deferred Submittals, refer to IR A-18:
Use of Construction Documents Prepared by Other Professionals, and IR A-19: Design Professional’s Signature and Seal (Stamp) on Construction
Documents, when applicable, for signature and seal requirements.)

Provide a brief description of construction scope for this post-approval document (attach additional sheets if needed):
Add perimeter fencing and gates. Revise electrical enclosure area.

List of DSA-approved drawings affected by this post-approval document:
CD-1.0, C-2.0, C-4.0, AS-1, AS-4, AS-5, A7-1
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